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Abstract A change in a sea-ice parameter in a global
coupled climate model results in a reduction in ampli-
tude (of about 60%) and a shortening of the predomi-
nant period of decadal low frequency variability in the
time series of globally averaged surface air temperature.
These changes are global in extent and also are re¯ected
in time series of area-averaged SSTs in the equatorial
eastern Paci®c Ocean, the principal components of
the ®rst EOFs of global surface air temperature and sea
level pressure, Asian monsoon precipitations and other
quantities. Coupled ocean-atmosphere-sea ice processes
acting on a global scale are modi®ed to produce these
changes. Global climate sensitivity is reduced when ice
albedo feedback is weakened due to the change in sea ice
that makes it more di�cult to melt. The changes in the
amplitude and time scale of the low frequency variability
in the model are traced to changes in the base state of the
climate simulations as a�ected by modi®cations associ-
ated with the changes in sea ice. Making sea ice more
di�cult to melt results in increased sea-ice area, colder
high latitudes, increased meridional surface temperature
gradients, and, to a ®rst order, stronger surface winds in
most regions which strengthen near-surface currents,
particularly in the Northern Hemisphere, and decreases
the advection time scale in the upper ocean gyres. Ad-
ditionally, in the North Atlantic there is enhanced me-
ridional overturning due to increased density mainly in
the Greenland Sea region. This also contributes to an
intensi®ed North Atlantic gyre. The changes in base
state due to the sea ice change result in a more pre-
dominant decadal time scale of near 14 years and sig-
ni®cantly reduced contributions from lower frequencies
in the range of 15±40 year periods.

1 Introduction

The possible role of the sea-ice parametrization in af-
fecting global climate was demonstrated, for example,
by Meehl and Washington (1990) when they showed
that a change in the sea-ice albedo formulation resulted
not only in di�erent climate sensitivity to increased CO2,
but also in altered global atmospheric circulation. Bitz
et al. (1996) and Yang and Neelin (1993, 1997) have
demonstrated that altering sea-ice interactions with the
ocean could a�ect decadal variability as well.

Meehl et al. (1998) suggest that the decadal time scale
could be in¯uenced by the mean circuit times in the
ocean gyres, with those processes dependent on the base
state of the climate system. They outlined the mecha-
nism in the global coupled model analyzed here that
contributes to global decadal variability of the climate
system. The mechanism encompasses various regional
decadal mechanisms outlined in previous studies (e.g.,
see review by Latif 1998, and references therein) in-
volving advection of ocean heat content anomalies and
coupled interaction between atmosphere and ocean in
certain key regions to replenish those anomalies. The
purpose of this work is to study how a change in a
sea-ice parameter could a�ect that mechanism for low
frequency variability and thus provide insight into how
the climate system works.

Here, two simulations from the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Department of Energy
(DOE) global coupled GCM (Meehl and Washington
1995; Washington and Meehl 1996) are analyzed and
compared to observations to identify links between the
sea ice parametrization, globally averaged surface air
temperatures, tropical Paci®c SSTs, the thermohaline
circulation in the ocean, and other aspects of the global
climate system.

This work provides analyses of sensitivity studies to
examine e�ects of changes in a sea-ice parameter on the
global climate system. The sea-ice coupling to the at-
mosphere in this model using a sea-ice fraction threshold
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is a very simple representation of such interactions, and
subsequent model versions rely on more sophisticated
techniques to perform this coupling. Thus this work is
not meant as an advocacy study on the ``best'' sea-ice
fraction threshold to use in coupled models. Rather,
the change in sea-ice fraction threshold is a way to alter
the way ice forms and consequently to cause changes to
the climate base state which alter a decadal variability
mechanism in the model. This study is a logical next step
to follow up on earlier comparable experiments using
more simpli®ed non-dynamic slab ocean formulations
with thermodynamic sea ice coupled to global atmo-
spheric models (e.g., Meehl and Washington, 1990).

The integrations of the coupled model are relatively
short in the context of low frequency variability. Both of
the 76 year integrations examined below were meant to
be control runs to be used as reference states to com-
parable length 1% per year compound CO2 increase
experiments. However, as stated, they are analyzed here
as sensitivity experiments to examine the responses that
occur in the climate system as represented by this par-
ticular global coupled model when a sea-ice parameter is
changed. The resulting changes are dominant and sys-
tematic, giving us more con®dence we are not just poorly
sampling a chaotic system. We also provide a physical
basis for expecting such changes in variability based on a
mechanism for decadal variability in the model. Addi-
tionally, since the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project (CMIP) is set up to analyze integrations of this
length as sensitivity experiments, the international cli-
mate modeling community has been able to extract
useful information from such integrations. Future ana-
lyses with longer integrations of subsequent models will
build on these initial sensitivity experiments to examine
such e�ects in more detail.

2 The coupled model and experiments

The atmospheric component of the coupled model is an R15 L9
global spectral GCM, the ocean is a one degree by one degree 20L
global ocean GCM, and the sea ice combines dynamic and ther-
modynamic schemes (Meehl and Washington 1995). This coupled
model has been shown to accurately simulate most of the major
surface current systems in the North Atlantic (Washington and
Meehl 1996). Climate change in the tropical Paci®c due to an in-
crease of CO2 also has been noted to resemble some aspects of
ENSO in this model (Meehl and Washington 1996) with a slack-
ening of the equatorial Paci®c SST gradient and associated shifts of
regional scale precipitation patterns that could have implications
for fresh water resources in the Australasian region (Meehl 1996).
These same patterns of climate change also have been shown to
occur with a combination of increased CO2 and sulfate aerosols in
the coupled model (Meehl et al. 1996; Meehl et al. submitted
1999a). Low frequency variability in external forcing and the
change in base state due to this forcing has been shown to a�ect
low frequency global climate variability in this model as well
(Meehl et al. 2000a).

In one of the coupled model simulations (labeled ``M'' here), the
sea ice fraction threshold is set at 0.5. Half of the grid box must be
ice free before the atmosphere ``sees'' an ocean albedo for that grid
box. Thus it is relatively easy to melt ice (see discussions in Meehl
and Washington 1990) since only half the grid box must be ice free

before the grid box albedo is set to the lower ice-free ocean value.
This model con®guration has a relatively high climate sensitivity to
increased CO2 (4.8 �C globally averaged surface air temperature
increase in a transient CO2 climate change experiment for a 10 year
average at the time of CO2 doubling around year 70). An experi-
ment with the same atmospheric model coupled to a non-dynamic
slab mixed layer produced an equilibrium warming due to a dou-
bling of CO2 of 4.6 �C (Washington and Meehl 1993). Thus the
very large warming in this particular transient experiment (still far
from equilibrium) already has a sensitivity that exceeds the equi-
librium mixed layer. It has been shown that coupled interactions
with the dynamical ocean, atmosphere and sea ice can signi®cantly
increase the sensitivity (Meehl et al. 2000b).

Earlier experience with mixed layer models (e.g., Meehl and
Washington 1990) showed that climate sensitivity could be a�ected
by altering parameters in the sea-ice formulation that changed the
magnitude of ice albedo feedback. Thus in the second model in-
tegration (labeled ``C''), the sea-ice fraction threshold is set at 0.75
(three-quarters of the grid box must be ice free before the atmo-
sphere ``sees'' the lower ice-free ocean albedo for that grid box).
This means in C it is, in general (and all other things being equal),
easier to grow ice in the 0.25 to 0.5 range of ice coverage than it is in
M mainly because incoming solar radiation is less e�ective in
melting ice and ice albedo feedback is reduced as a consequence
(e.g., Meehl and Washington 1990). As expected, in this integration
there is a lower climate sensitivity to an increase of CO2 (3:8 �C
compared to 4:8 �C in the M integration). As will be documented
later, there is thicker and more extensive sea ice as could be ex-
pected from the ice fraction formulation. However, there is an
unanticipated a�ect on the decadal time scale variability in the
coupled model that will be described.

The C experiment is allowed to stabilize for 59 years after the
change in the sea-ice parameter from M, and the subsequent 76
years are then analyzed. At the end of the ®rst 58 years after the
sea-ice change, the globally averaged surface air temperatures had
little trend, and there was little remaining secular change to most
quantities in atmosphere and ocean.

3 Global coupled model simulations

As noted, the only change that was made between the two model
integrations involved the ice fraction threshold, such that in the C
experiment it was more di�cult to melt sea ice, the ice albedo
feedback was accordingly weakened, and the climate sensitivity was
reduced. However, this change also has interesting consequences
for the manifestations of decadal time scale variability between the
two integrations.

Figure 1a, b shows the time series of globally averaged annual
mean surface air temperature from the M and C experiments, re-
spectively. Time series of smoothed (7 year running mean) annual
mean globally averaged temperatures corresponding to the annual
mean plots in Fig. 1a, b are shown in Fig. c and d, respectively.
Area averaged Nino3 SSTs (from the eastern equatorial Paci®c,
90W±150W, 5N±5S) are shown in Fig. 1e±f. Both M and C show
greater-than-observed interannual and low frequency variability
for globally averaged temperatures. The standard deviation is
0.45 �C for annual values for M in Fig. 1a, and 0:28 �C in Fig. 1b
for C compared to standard deviation of detrended globally aver-
aged annual mean surface temperatures for 1900±94 from the Jones
(1994) data of 0.12 �C. For the 7 year running mean data, the
standard deviation for M in Fig. 1c is 0.39 �C, and for C in Fig. 1c

Fig. 1a±f Time series of global annual mean surface air temperature
(from the lowest atmospheric model layer, sigma level 0.991,
designated T991) for a the M experiment where sea ice is easier to
melt, and b the C experiment where the sea ice is made more di�cult
to melt. Seven year running mean of global surface temperatures for c
the M experiment, and d the C experiment. Seven year running mean
of Nino3 SST for e the M experiment, and f the C experiment

c
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is 0.21 �C compared to the detrended 7 year running mean stan-
dard deviation for observed surface temperature data from 1900±94
of Jones (1994) of 0.07. Note the Jones (1994) data are near-global
2 m temperature over land and SST over ocean, while the global
model data are from the ®rst level above the surface. Comparison
to model SST data shows similar patterns with small di�erences in
magnitude.

However, the most striking di�erence between the two experi-
ments is that the amplitude and time scale of the variability is
di�erent between the two. The amplitude of the decadal variability
(for the 7 year running means in Fig. 1c, d) is about half the am-
plitude in C compared to M (standard deviation of 0.21 �C versus
0.39 �C as noted earlier). Additionally, the M experiment appears
to have low frequency ¯uctuations that have an apparent period
about twice as long as in the C experiment. The similarities of
characteristics of the globally averaged time series in the two ex-
periments are re¯ected in the Nino3 time series in Fig. 1. The
Nino3 time series and globally averaged surface air temperature
time series (Fig. 1a, b) are highly correlated with a correlation
coe�cient of +0.96 for the M experiment and +0.92 for the C
experiment. Both are signi®cant at greater than the 5% level taking
into account autocorrelation in the time series and using 8 degrees
of freedom from the 76 year time series following Leith (1973). A
comparable calculation for the detrended observed globally aver-
aged surface temperature time series (Jones 1994) from 1900±1994
has a correlation with Nino3 of +0.40 which is signi®cant at
greater than the 5% level again taking into account autocorrelation
e�ects and using 36 degrees of freedom from the 95 year time series
following Leith (1973). Note also that observed Nino3 amplitude
and the implied relationship to global temperature undergoes low
frequency variability as well (e.g. Webster et al. 1998). Though
both model and observations display similar relationships, the
model has higher amplitude decadal variability compared to
the observed (Meehl et al. 2000a) which contributes to higher
correlations.

To quantify the time scales of variability, Fig. 2 shows results
from a spectral analysis of the globally averaged annual mean
surface air temperatures for the M and C experiments. As sug-
gested by the original time series in Fig. 1, the M low frequency
(periods greater than about 15 years) spectra have greater power by
about an order of magnitude, with considerable power at periods

ranging from about 15 to about 40 years. However, for the C
experiment, the largest low frequency peak is around 14±15 years.
Taking values for four frequencies representing periods from 15.2
to 38.5 years for M and C and performing an f test for eight
degrees of freedom (Meehl et al. 2000a), the f value is 3.52 which
is signi®cant at greater than the 5% level, thus con®rming
the signi®cantly enhanced low frequency variability in M compared
to C.

To examine the patterns of variability, the ®rst EOF of surface
air temperature (calculated using the correlation matrix technique)
is shown for the two experiments in Fig. 3 and for the observations
(Jones 1994) in Fig. 4. Both model runs show general similarity to
the observations (the ``El NinÄ o-like'' pattern in the Paci®c with
large amplitude positive values in the central and eastern tropical
Paci®c, and opposite sign values in the far western, northwest and
southwest Paci®c). The ®rst EOF from M explains more variance
(34.9%) than the ®rst EOF in the observations (13.6%), while the
®rst EOF from C explains somewhat less than in M (25.4%). The
time series of the principle components for the two experiments
also show a strong connection to the time series of globally aver-
aged surface air temperature as in the observations. For the M
experiment, the correlation between the unsmoothed globally av-
eraged surface air temperature and the unsmoothed time series of
the ®rst principle component is +0.70. For C the comparable
correlation is +0.60. All are signi®cant at greater than the 5% level
taking into account autocorrelation e�ects and using 23 degrees
of freedom following Leith (1973). The correlation for the un-
smoothed time series for the observations is +0.81 which is sig-
ni®cant at greater than the 5% level using 17 degrees of freedom
following Leith (1973).

Plotted in Fig. 5 are the ®rst EOFs of sea level pressure (SLP)
from the two model experiments (explaining 22.5% of the variance

Fig. 2a, b Spectra of the time series of global annual mean surface air
temperatures for a the M experiment shown in Fig. 1a, and b the C
experiment shown in Fig. 1b. In each panel the middle smooth line is
the red noise estimate, and lower and upper smooth lines are the 5%
and 95% signi®cance levels. Band width is the length of line in the
upper right hand part of the panels. Note di�erent scaling on y axes
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for M, and 20.6% of the variance for C), and the time series of the
®rst principle components. The observations are plotted in Fig. 6
(Kaplan et al. 2000). The ®rst EOF of the latter explains 26.7% of
the variance and agrees with both model experiments in that there
is a dominant Southern Oscillation pattern, with large opposite
sign values in the Paci®c and Indian sectors in the tropics. The high
frequency variability in the PC time series corresponds to ENSO
with considerable low frequency variability as seen in the 7 year
running mean in Fig. 6b. There are also links to the North Atlantic
Oscillation with opposite sign anomalies between the subtropical
and high latitudes in the North Atlantic region in both experi-
ments. Correlation of the observed annual SLP EOF1 PC time
series with the observed annual mean global temperature time se-
ries is +0.40 which is signi®cant at greater than the 5% level using
53 degrees of freedom following Leith (1973).

Thus, when there is low pressure over the tropical Paci®c, and
high pressure over the Indian Ocean region with low pressure over
the subtropical Atlantic and high pressure over the far north At-
lantic, tropical Paci®c SSTs and the globally averaged temperature
both tend to be warm in the model and observations.

Both model simulations, like the observations, have a strong
linkage between the amplitude of the pattern of global surface
temperature and SLP variability with an ``El Nino-like'' signature
in globally averaged surface temperature, which is stronger when
comparing smoothed time series that emphasize the low frequency
decadal time scale component of variability. Meehl et al. (1998)

show results from ®ltered data with a cuto� at 8 years to separate
the El Nino frequencies from the decadal in the model and ob-
servations. They con®rm earlier observational results (e.g., Kang
1996; Zhang et al. 1997) that the El Nino-like pattern is present at
both El Nino and decadal time scales.

4 Changes between the model integrations

Changing a sea-ice parameter results in changes in the
base state that could a�ect the mechanism for decadal
variability in the model. Figure 7 shows this change in
base state for the long term mean (76 year) di�erences
for C minus M. Though the relatively short integrations
provide large signals of changes in base state, these
states are, of course, characterized by decadal variability
themselves. However, the changes in mean state are
larger than the decadal variability signals. Mean in-
creases in sea-ice area are associated with increases in
albedo of around 0.03±0.06 or on the order of 5±10% at
high latitudes in areas of sea-ice coverage in both
hemispheres (Fig. 7a). In the high southern latitudes and
most of the high northern latitudes (with the exception
of the North Atlantic) this is accompanied by decreases
of surface temperature of several degrees in Fig. 7b.
Surface wind stress di�erences in Fig. 7c indicate en-
hanced westerlies near 50�S and 20�S in the Paci®c of

Fig. 3a±d The ®rst EOF for surface air temperature from a the M
experiment, b the C experiment, and the PC time series (annual values
and seven year running means are shown) for c the M experiment
shown in Fig. 3a, and d the C experiment shown in Fig. 3b
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about 0:01 Nmÿ2 in association with the deepened cir-
cumpolar trough (on the order of 1 mb) and associated
stronger SPCZ (not shown). However in the northern
extratropics there are positive SLP di�erences of around
1.5 mb in the North Paci®c in the Bering Sea resulting in
a decrease of westerlies near 40�N (reduced westerly
wind stresses of around 0:01Nmÿ2 or about 10%,
Fig. 7c). There is stronger westerly surface wind stress
near 50�N of about 0:02Nmÿ2 in the North Atlantic
(Fig. 7c). The associated surface temperature di�erences
in Fig. 7b in the North Paci®c show positive di�erences
near 50�N of about 1 �C in association with the weaker
westerlies and consequent decreases of latent and sen-
sible heat ¯ux (not shown), and negative anomalies of
about ÿ0:3 �C near 25�N.

Precipitation di�erences in Fig. 7d re¯ect the circu-
lation changes noted in Fig. 7c with a northeastward-
shifted and intensi®ed SPCZ in the southwest Paci®c
(positive di�erences of around 0:5mmdayÿ1), reduced
precipitation over Australasia, and increased precipita-
tion over the North Atlantic in association with the
deeper Icelandic low (not shown) and warmer surface
temperatures (Fig. 7b).

In the North Paci®c the enhancement of the meri-
dional surface temperature gradient (colder high lati-
tudes and warmer midlatitudes in Fig. 7b) could be

expected to produce increased baroclinicity there, en-
hanced extratropical cyclones, negative SLP anomalies,
and stronger westerly wind stresses. Instead, there is a
large area of positive SLP anomalies in the region of the
Bering Sea (not shown) and easterly anomaly wind
stresses (Fig. 7c). Part of the reason for this SLP
response could be linked to the anomalous tropical
precipitation patterns in Fig. 7d and their associated
convective heating anomalies. Such anomalies have been
shown to produce an anomalous Rossby wave response
in the midlatitude North Paci®c (e.g., Branstator 1983,
1990). For example, a perpetual January integration of
an atmospheric model and ®xed speci®ed SSTs with a
convective heating anomaly located at the equator on
the dateline, in a location close to the largest positive
precipitation changes in C in Fig. 7d (for further de-
scription of this experiment, see, e.g., Meehl et al. 1993)
produces positive height anomalies over the Bering Sea
and positive SLP anomalies in the North Paci®c and
weakened surface westerlies similar to those seen in
Fig. 7c. Therefore there is some evidence of a combi-
nation of interacting tropical and midlatitude responses
that produces the global temperature and circulation
anomalies seen in Fig. 7 as a consequence of the sea-ice
parameter change from M to C.

A signi®cant di�erence between the M and C exper-
iments noted brie¯y already in regards to the warmer
and wetter conditions in C in the North Atlantic
(Fig. 7b and d) has implications for the meridional
overturning in the Atlantic that has been identi®ed by,
e.g., Mysak et al. (1990) as important for possible
decadal time scale variability in that region. Figure 8
shows Arctic sea-ice thickness distributions illustrating
the change in sea-ice mentioned such that there is
roughly 25% more sea-ice coverage and about 45%
thicker ice in C compared to M over the Arctic, in-
cluding the North Atlantic, due to the parameter change
that makes ice harder to melt in C.

In spite of this, the North Atlantic is warmer in C as
opposed to the rest of the Arctic where colder conditions
prevail compared to M (Fig. 7b). The fact that there is
more sea ice but the North Atlantic is warmer seems
counter-intuitive. But the reason can be traced to
changes in the density structure of the North Atlantic.
Figure 9 shows the density di�erences for C minus M. In
association with more ice in the North Atlantic in C
(Fig. 8), the entire region of the Greenland-Iceland-
Norwegian (GIN) Sea is more dense in C compared to
M (positive density di�erences) by about 0.5 to
1:0 kgmÿ3 (roughly 10±15%). This is due to the brine
rejection process in forming sea ice during winter. As ice
area increases in C, there is more brine rejection when
ice freezes which acts as a salinity source to increase
density and also intensify meridional overturning (e.g.,
note description of this mechanism in Yang and Neelin
1993, 1997). Yang and Neelin (1993) note that the period
as well as the amplitude of this feedback process can be
a�ected by various processes. Notably, in their simple
model if the ice damping coe�cient is increased, the

Fig. 4 a The ®rst EOF of detrended observed surface temperatures
(Jones 1994), 1900-94, and b the PC time series for the ®rst EOF in
Fig. 4a showing annual and seven year running mean values
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amplitude of oscillation decreases. In the global coupled
model considered here, sea-ice feedback acts to amplify
the forcing signal (Meehl et al. 2000b), consistent with
the larger amplitude oscillations for the more reactive
sea ice formulation in M.

As shown in Fig. 10 (zonal mean meridional over-
turning for the Atlantic sector mid and high latitudes),
there are negligible positive values of meridional over-
turning north of about 65�N in the GIN sea latitudes in
M in Fig. 10a, while in C there is about +2 Sv sinking
north of 65�N, with recirculation that over¯ows the sill
at 65�N to join the sinking taking place near 60�N. Note
that the values of Atlantic meridional overturning near
45�N are larger in C than M. An index of meridional
overturning (zonal average from 30�N to 60�N, 300 m
to 1500 m) shows a mean increase of overturning mag-
nitude of 5.5 Sv or 31% in C compared to M. This
strengthening of meridional overturning for the entire
Atlantic is consistent with the results of BoÈ ning et al.
(1996). They found, for a stand-alone Atlantic Ocean
model with the northern boundary of the model near at
65�N, that not allowing any restoring at the northern
boundary (to represent cutting o� circulation contribu-
tions from the GIN Sea) reduced the strength of the

overall meridional overturning in the Atlantic by about
30% compared to a run where there was restoring at
the northern boundary so as to include a representation
of circulation contributions from the GIN Sea.

The strengthened meridional overturning in C con-
tributes to increased heat and salt transport to the North
Atlantic and thereby provides a positive feedback for
maintaining warmer but more dense water at those lat-
itudes. The additional salt transport, added to the brine
rejection from the sea ice (in the model there is virtually
no net annual ice transport from the Arctic into the GIN
Sea, thus providing little fresh water ¯ux from that
source), contributes to increased density in C compared
to M. However, the warmer water in the North Atlantic
in C (Fig. 7b) is associated with increased evaporation
and precipitation (Fig. 7d), and an 8% increase of pre-
cipitation minus evaporation averaged over that region
which acts to decrease density. Yet, the contribution
from brine rejection from the increased sea ice and the
additional northward salt transport from the intensi®ed
meridional overturning ends up producing higher den-
sity in C and maintains the stronger meridional over-
turning (Delworth et al. 1993). This is shown in more
detail in Section 5 below. In spite of the warmer SSTs in
C in the North Atlantic, the water cools su�ciently in
winter to freeze ice, and the change in sea-ice fraction

Fig. 5a±d Same as Fig. 3 except for SLP for theM and C experiments
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threshold allows ice to form more easily in C compared
to M.

5 Change in base state and the global decadal oscillation

To determine why the nature of low frequency decadal
timescale variability changed with the change in sea-ice
parameter between M and C, the likely mechanism that
produces the decadal time scale variability (Meehl et al.
1998) is revisited. Figures 11±13 depict lag correlations
(lags of 13 years plus and minus) of various key pa-
rameters, associated with producing the decadal vari-
ability in the coupled model relevant to the present
study, with globally averaged surface air temperature.
All time series have ®rst been low pass ®ltered with a 7
year running mean to emphasize the low frequency
variability in the time series. These lag correlations ex-
pand upon the Meehl et al. (1998) study, and provide
links to the changes in base state and decadal variability
in the present experiments.

The solid lines in Fig. 11a, b are plots of the globally
averaged surface air temperature time series from M and
C, respectively, lagged with themselves. As could be
expected from the spectra in Fig. 2, the period of the
decadal oscillation is shorter by about 10 years in C than
in M. In M in Fig. 11a, heat transport averaged across

45�N leads globally averaged surface temperature by
about 6 years, though the correlations are less than 0.5
prior to the peak in temperature. The index of meri-
dional overturning or thermohaline circulation (THC)
in the Atlantic (labeled ``Atlantic THC'' in Fig. 11c)
slightly leads heat transport in Fig. 11a and Labrador
Sea density in Fig. 11c in the M experiment by a couple
years, such that strong Atlantic THC and a maximum of
density in the Labrador Sea is followed by strong
northward heat transport and a peak in globally aver-
aged surface temperature. Though it was shown in
Fig. 10 that there is little ocean circulation contribution
to northward ocean heat transport north of about 65�N
in M compared to C, the weak heat transport at 65�N
that does occur is roughly in phase with the globally
averaged temperature in Fig. 11a.

In C in Fig. 11b, the more vigorous THC noted in
Fig. 10b is associated with shorter period oscillations of
heat transport at 45�N and 65�N compared to M in
Fig. 11a, and both are more in phase with the globally
averaged surface air temperature. There is a less strong
association in C with the Atlantic THC index in Fig. 11d
with maximum THC strength and Labrador Sea density
leading heat transport and global temperature. How-
ever, the contribution of meridional overturning in the
GIN Sea seen in Fig. 10b in C compared to little over-
turning there in M in Fig. 10a is manifest by a linkage
between an index of meridional overturning in the GIN
Sea (``GIN Sea THC'' in Fig. 11d) with a maximum of
density in the GIN Sea leading relatively larger values of
GIN Sea overturning prior to and coincident with the
maximum of globally averaged surface air temperature.

The stronger linkage in C in Fig. 11b and d between
heat transport and GIN Sea density and overturning
compared to M in Fig. 11a and c, and the shorter period
in C of these quantities compared to M, points to the
decadal mechanism outlined by Yang and Neelin (1993,
1997). They explored the chain of processes whereby as
ice freezes and brine is released, density increases, the
THC is strengthened, warmer water is transported
northward, ice melts thus decreasing density, the THC
weakens, and so on. They showed that if the THC is
strengthened, the period of the decadal oscillation is
shortened. Since the THC in C is stronger than in M
with greater communication of circulation from the
Atlantic to the GIN Sea, it is likely that such a chain of
processes is occurring in the coupled model to contribute
to reducing the amplitude and period of the decadal time
scale oscillation in C compared to M.

These processes in the North Atlantic are associated
with ¯uctuations of globally averaged quantities, not
just with regional a�ects in the North Atlantic. Lag
correlations of globally averaged surface temperatures
with some parameters indicative of global radiative
balance are plotted in Fig. 11e and f. Global absorbed
solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere shows
similar characteristics of a shorter period in C compared
to M, and lead globally averaged surface air tempera-
tures by about a year in both C and M. Lag correlations

Fig. 6a, b Same as Fig. 5 except for observed SLP (Kaplan et al.
2000)
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with total sea-ice area are plotted for M and C in
Fig. 11e and f, respectively. Again, the period for ¯uc-
tuations in sea ice re¯ects that for globally averaged

surface air temperature with a minimum in total ice ei-
ther coincident with (in C in Fig. 11f) or lagging slightly
(in M in Fig. 11e) the maximum of globally averaged
surface temperature. Thus as the planet warms, ice melts
and global albedo (also plotted in Fig. 11e and f) de-
creases. As could be expected, the changes in sea ice
contribute greatly to the albedo changes at high latitudes
(not shown). However, there is a strong contribution to

Fig. 7a±d Long term mean average from C (76 year average following
the 59 year adjustment period after the sea-ice change) minus long
term mean (76 year) average from the M experiment, for a planetary
albedo, b surface air temperature, c surface wind stress, and d
precipitation

Fig. 8a, b Sea-ice thickness
distributions (cm) for a the M
experiment, and b the C
experiment
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the decrease in global albedo from the latitudes between
55�S and 55�N. At those latitudes changes in cloudiness,
not ice changes, are a�ecting albedo. In fact, changes in
albedo from 55�S to 55�N slightly lead globally averaged
surface temperature by 2 years in M in Fig. 11e, and by
about a year in C in Fig. 11f (low albedo in the latitudes
averaged from 55�S to 55�N is associated with high
values of global absorbed solar radiation and a maxi-
mum of globally averaged surface air temperature, see
Meehl et al. 1998). Thus, the high latitudes and the
corresponding changes in base state involving ocean
heat transport, ice freeze and melt, density changes, and
meridional overturning, all contribute to the global
decadal variability in M and C with the time scales
consistent with the greater low frequency variability in
M compared to C.

Figure 12 shows lag correlations with globally aver-
aged surface temperature of various quantities repre-
senting circulation and rainfall indices for tropical and
midlatitude features that are associated with the decadal
time scale ¯uctuations of globally averaged surface
temperature (Meehl et al. 1998). As noted in Fig. 11, all
quantities re¯ect the change in base state and resulting
shorter period of oscillations in C compared to M.
Additionally, the ``El NinÄ o-like'' characteristics noted in
Fig. 3 are also present. In both C and M, area-averaged
precipitation in the central equatorial Paci®c (5�N to
5�S, 150�E to 170�W) peaks about 1±2 years before the
maximum of globally averaged surface temperature.
Meanwhile, as in ENSO events, area averaged Asian
monsoon precipitation (land points only averaged in the
area 5�N to 40�N, 60�E to 100�E) is decreased at the
same time, and the troughs in the northwest (area av-
eraged SLP from 30�N to 50�N, 160�E to 180�E) and
southwest (area averaged SLP from 30�S to 50�S, 180�

to 160�W) Paci®c in Fig. 12a, b are negatively correlated
(values of near ÿ0:9 for M, and around ÿ0:7 for C) with
globally averaged surface temperature and lead by 1±2
years (as noted in Fig. 5). Meanwhile, in both M and C
Nino3 SST and tropical (30�N to 30�S) 500 mb tem-
perature both peak nearly coincident with the maximum
of globally averaged temperature (Fig. 12c, d). Verti-
cally averaged temperature (VAT) computed over the
top 300 m of the ocean (a measure of ocean heat con-
tent) also reaches maximum correlations of about +0.8
for M in Fig. 12c, and near +0.7 for C in Fig. 12d,
nearly coincident with the maximum of Nino3 SST and
globally averaged surface temperature.

The response of the tropical Paci®c SSTs in this
model under various conditions that produce warming

Fig. 9 Density di�erence (kgmÿ3) for the C experiment minus the M
experiment

Fig. 10a, b Meridional overturning stream function (Sv) for the
North Atlantic for a the M experiment, and b the C experiment

Fig. 11a±f Lag correlation plots for various index quantities labeled
on the ®gure lagged with globally averaged surface air temperature for
the M experiment (left column, a, c and e), and for the C experiment
(right column, b, d and f). Data were ®rst low pass ®ltered with a 7 year
running mean

c
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have been documented by Meehl and Washington (1995,
1996) and Meehl et al. (2000b). Basically there is an
asymmetry in the cloud radiative forcing that contrib-
utes to the eastern Paci®c warming proportionately
more than the western Paci®c. These conditions are
noted for the decadal time scale oscillation in Fig. 13
where area averages from the western equatorial Paci®c
(5�N±5�S, 140�E±170�E) and eastern equatorial Paci®c
(5�N±5�S, 120�W±90�W) of various quantities are lag
correlated with globally averaged temperature. SST in
the western and eastern Paci®c warm along with globally
averaged temperatures, but as suggested by the pattern
of EOF1 in Fig. 3 the eastern Paci®c warms more than
the west. As noted by Meehl and Washington (1995,
1996) as SSTs increase there is a net negative change in
cloud radiative forcing in the west and a positive change

in the east. This is associated with a positive correlation
with planetary albedo in that region during times of
increasing SST in both M and C (Fig. 13a, b). This
combination of cloud feedbacks contributes to changes
in radiation budget and an El NinÄ o-like response on the
decadal time scale with more warming in the eastern
Paci®c than the west during the warm phase.

However, ocean heat transport at 30�N across the
longitudes 130�E to 180�E in Fig. 13a, b, roughly rep-
resenting heat transported northward in the western
Paci®c by the Kuroshio current, decreases as global
temperatures (and tropical Paci®c temperatures) warm,
with correlations of around ÿ0:4 to ÿ0:5 slightly leading
the maximum in temperature in M, and slightly lagging
in C. Heat transport by that current system in the Paci®c
is quite di�erent from, and almost out of phase with,
northward ocean heat transport in the Atlantic in
Fig. 13. This point will be revisited in the discussion.

Meehl et al. (1998) noted that the time scale of the
decadal oscillation is in¯uenced in part by the mean

Fig. 12a±d Same as Fig. 11 for experiment M lag correlations with
globally averaged surface air temperature in the left column (a and c),
and the C experiment lag correlations in the right column (b and d)
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circuit times in the various gyres. Figure 14 shows zon-
ally averaged u-component surface currents in various
latitude bands representing the major ocean gyre circu-
lations (Meehl et al. 1998). Values are plotted for M,
and for the incremental change in C. For the Northern
Hemisphere ocean circulation systems, the ¯ow in C is
seen to be enhanced from that in M (by around 15% for
zonal currents north of 20�N, and by 84% for the
tropical return ¯ow from 7�N±20�N). Near equatorial
currents from 0� to 7�N are not plotted due to their
strong vertical shear. In the tropics south of the equator
the zonal surface currents are strengthened by over 2%,
and farther south there is little change. Thus, the
greatest contributions to enhanced zonal mean ocean
gyre circulations are in the Northern Hemisphere. Re-
sults for vertically integrated currents in the upper 75 m
show similar results, with somewhat greater increases in

the northern gyres (greater than 20%). This is similar to
the result obtained in this model in a future climate
change experiment where e�ects of increased CO2 and
sulfate aerosols are included (Meehl et al. 2000a). In that
experiment, a weakening of the the Northern Hemi-
sphere and tropical ocean circulations also reduce the
amplitude of 10±20 year decadal surface temperature
variability.

6 Conclusions

Two integrations of a global coupled GCM are ana-
lyzed, the only change between the two model simula-
tions being a sea-ice parameter that is altered. One e�ect
of this change, anticipated in the context of earlier model
experiments with atmospheric models coupled to mixed
layer oceans, is to reduce the contribution of ice albedo
feedback to climate sensitivity. Consequently, climate
sensitivity is reduced from 4:8 �C to 3:8 �C in transient

Fig. 13a±d Same as Fig. 11 except for quantities in the equatorial
Paci®c
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CO2 increase experiments at the time of CO2 doubling
around year 70.

Another more interesting e�ect is that the amplitude
of low frequency (roughly 15±40 year period) variability
is changed. It is shown that this di�erent low frequency
variability receives contributions from two factors, both
involving changes in the climate base state. The ®rst is
the opening of ocean circulation via communication
between the North Atlantic and the GIN Sea in the
second experiment. This has the consequence of
strengthening the meridional overturning in the Atlantic
Ocean by about 30%, with an associated contribution
to shortening the period and reducing the amplitude of
decadal time scale variability documented in earlier
model studies. The second involves a wider range of
changes in base state related to increased sea ice area,
decreased high latitude temperature, strengthened me-
ridional temperature gradient, and increased magnitude
of surface westerlies at most locations in the midlati-
tudes, associated with an eastward shift of precipitation
in the tropical Paci®c. These combine to contribute to
increased mean strength of the ocean gyre circulations
mainly in the Northern Hemisphere (along with the
strengthened meridional overturning in the Atlantic
which also plays a role in the enhanced gyre circulation
in the North Atlantic). Thus, the advection of upper
ocean heat content anomalies by the gyre circulations
is enhanced, and the global coupled decadal mecha-
nism contributes to the reduced amplitude and the
emergence of the 14 year period as being the dominant
time scale of low frequency variability in that experi-
ment.

Though the duration of these integrations is relatively
short, the changes are large, and they are related to a
physical mechanism for decadal variability that is di-
rectly in¯uenced by changes in the base state. Such ef-
fects need to be examined in more detail in subsequent
longer integrations. Yet, the results presented here con-

®rm earlier results with simpler models that a sea-ice
parameter change (which produces changes in sea-ice
extent larger than those associated with decadal vari-
ability over the past century) can have profound e�ects
on the simulation of global climate. Additionally, these
experiments raise the question of whether the e�ects
of changes to external forcing (such as increased CO2)
could change the base state and consequent decadal
variability in the climate system. Indeed, as mentioned
already, analyses of a climate change experiment with
this model show that the changes in base state from
increased CO2 result in a decrease in the amplitude of
10±20 year time scale surface temperature variability and
increased amplitude of low frequency variability at pe-
riods longer than 20 years (Meehl et al. 2000a). Changes
in the base state in the increased CO2 experiment were
comparable to those in the M experiment here, and
suggest that mechanisms of climate variability can be
a�ected by external forcing that signi®cantly alters the
climate base state.
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